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Abstract
This paper presents an unsupervised system that classifies English inclusions in written text. It will demonstrate that extending this
English inclusion classifier, which was originally designed for German, requires minimal time and effort to adapt to a new language, in
this case French. The analysis of several evaluation experiments carried out on French and German data shows that the system performs
well for both languages and on unseen data from the same domain and language.

1. Introduction
With increasing globalisation and a rapidly expanding dig-
ital society, the influence of English as an international
language is growing constantly. As the influx of English
vocabulary into other languages is becoming increasingly
prevalent, natural language processing systems must be
able to deal with this language mixing phenomenon. This
paper demonstrates that extending an existing unsupervised
system, which detects English inclusions in German text, to
a new language requires little time and effort.
The existing German system yields considerably high pre-
cision, recall and F-scores for identifying English inclu-
sions (Alex, 2005). In an attempt to carry out similar ex-
periments for a new base language and ascertain the per-
formance for a different language scenario, the system was
updated to process French input text as well. The exten-
sion of the system, which is described in this paper, facil-
itates token level identification of English inclusions in ei-
ther French or German text. By means of English inclusion
identification experiments on specially prepared French and
German corpora, I illustrate the appeal of this system de-
rived from its ease of portability to new languages.
Section 2 briefly examines the issue of anglicisms appear-
ing in French and provides an overview of research efforts
in the field of automatic language identification. An indica-
tion as to the time necessary to convert each component of
the existing system is given in Section 3. The French devel-
opment and test datasets created for evaluating the English
inclusion classifier are described in Section 4. The individ-
ual components of the French system are presented in Sec-
tion 5. Section 6 provides a detailed overview of a series of
evaluation experiments and discusses their results.

2. English Inclusions in French
The occurrence of anglicisms and pseudo-anglicisms in
French is not a new phenomenon. One well known an-
glicism in French is the word weekend which was bor-
rowed from English at the beginning of the 20th Century.
However, with growing internationalisation and the devel-
opment of the internet, the influx of English expressions

into the French language has taken on a different dimen-
sion in recent years. Despite serious efforts from the French
government in the 1990s, which tried to restrict this trend
by introducing new French words to replace already preva-
lent anglicisms, the French media does not often object to
the use of anglicisms. This is particularly the case when
a French term has not yet been invented or when a spe-
cific English term is more modern and therefore more pop-
ular than its French equivalent (Rollason, 2005; Nicholls,
2003). The following sentence, taken from an online arti-
cle published by ZDNet France (Dumont, 2005), contains
some examples of English inclusions in French.

(1) Tous les e-mails entrants, qui ne seront pas dûment
authentifiés par Sender ID, seront considérés au-
tomatiquement comme du spam.
All incoming emails which will not be duly authenticated
by Sender ID, will be automatically considered as spam.

As such mixed-lingual documents are becoming more fre-
quent, particularly on the Web, it is desirable to identify in-
dividual language portions for appropriate further text pro-
cessing. This additional language knowledge could prove
beneficial, for example, for rendering the correct pronunci-
ation in text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis.
The majority of existing state-of-the-art language identifi-
cation systems rely on word-level information such as di-
acritics and special characters (Newman, 1987; Beesley,
1988), common short words (Johnson, 1993), characteris-
tic letter sequences (Dunning, 1994) or character n-gram
statistics (Cavnar and Trenkle, 1994). A comparison of
different techniques (Grefenstette, 1995) demonstrates that
there is no one best language identification method and re-
sults largely depend on the type and number of languages
involved as well as the number of input words. This means
that language identification accuracy increases with the
length of the test sentence and is not satisfactory for in-
dividual words. Most systems are successful in identify-
ing the base language of a document. They are however
not designed to deal with mixed-lingual text to identify the
origin of foreign words within a given sentence. Pfister



Data Development Set Test Set
Domain: IT Tokens % Types % TTR Tokens % Types % TTR

French
Total Tokens 16188 3233 0.20 16125 3437 0.21
English Tokens 986 6.1 339 10.5 0.34 1089 6.8 367 10.7 0.34

German
Total Tokens 15919 4152 0.26 16219 4404 0.27
English Tokens 963 6.0 283 6.8 0.29 1034 6.4 258 5.9 0.25

Table 1: Corpus statistics including type-token-ratios (TTRs) of the French development and test sets compared to the
German data.

and Romsdorfer (2003) developed a morpho-syntactic anal-
yser to identify foreign inclusions in German text. Their
analyser functions by means of language-specific lexicons,
word and sentence grammars as well as relevant inclusion
grammars. As the system is not evaluated, it is unclear how
well the analyser performs on real mixed-lingual data. Al-
though Pfister and Romsdorfer have taken an interesting ap-
proach to dealing with mixed-lingual documents, a system
working with large grammars is costly given that linguistic
experts have to write the necessary grammars for each lan-
guage scenario. This paper presents an unsupervised En-
glish inclusion classifier and demonstrates its ease of porta-
bility to a new language.

3. Time Spent on System Extension
The initial English inclusion classifier was designed specif-
ically for German text. The two main aims of extending the
system to a new language are: (1) to prove that its under-
lying concept of English inclusion identification is not spe-
cific to one language scenario and (2) to determine the time
to do so. It took approximately one person week to convert
the core system to French, another Indo-European language
with a Latin alphabet. This involved implementing a French
tokeniser (1.5 days), incorporating the French TreeTagger
(1 day), extending the lexicon module (1.5 days) and con-
verting the search engine module to French (0.2 days).
A subsequent error analysis of the output was performed
in order to generate post-processing rules. As the process
of analysing errors is essentially difficult to time, a limit of
one week was set for this task. This strategy proved benefi-
cial in terms of fine-tuning the system to improve its over-
all performance (see Section 6). The actual evaluation of
the system, requires French data that is manually annotated
with English inclusions. Three working days were spent on
collecting and annotating a French development and test set
of approximately 16,000 tokens each which are described
in more detail in the Section 4.
A further issue that must be considered for extending the
system to a new language is the time required for identify-
ing necessary resources and tools available and familiaris-
ing oneself with them. This is evidently dependent on the
chosen language. In the case of French, I researched for ap-
proximately two working days and identified the POS tag-
ger TreeTagger and the lexicon Lexique as appropriate re-
sources. If a POS tagger and a lexicon are not available for
a particular language scenario, more time and effort would
need to be invested to create such resources.

As the English inclusion classifier is essentially unsuper-
vised, i.e. it does not rely on manually annotated training
data, it can be easily run on new data without any further
cost. The search engine module then deals with any new
vocabulary entering a language over time. This represents
a serious advantage over a supervised system that relies on
annotated training data. The latter is built on a snapshot of
a particular language in use and would need to be adjusted
by retraining on additional annotated data as this language
evolves over time. It would therefore require much more
time and effort to keep up-to-date.

4. French Development and Test Data
In order to evaluate the system performance of classifying
English inclusions in French text, I collected a random se-
lection of online articles published by ZDNet France1, an
online magazine reporting on the latest news in the high
tech sector. These articles were published in the period be-
tween October 2003 and September 2005 in the domain of
internet and telecoms (IT). All French articles were man-
ually annotated for English inclusions using an annotation
tool based on NXT (Carletta et al., 2003). As with the ex-
periments on German, the data is split into a development
set and a test set of approximately 16,000 tokens each.
Table 1 lists the total number of tokens and types plus the
number of English inclusions both in the French and Ger-
man development and test sets. The French datasets have
similar characteristics, particularly regarding their type-
token-ratios (TTRs) for each entire set (0.20 versus 0.21)
and for the English inclusions alone (0.34 each). The
French test set contains slightly more English inclusions
(+0.7%) than the development set. Comparing these fig-
ures with those of the previously annotated German IT
datasets shows that the proportion of English tokens in this
domain is extremely similarly at approximately 6%. How-
ever, the percentage of English types varies to some extent
both for the development and test sets. They only amount
to 6.8% and 5.9% in the German data, compared to 10.5%
and 10.7% in the French data. Moreover, the TTRs of En-
glish inclusions are 0.5 and 0.9 points higher in the French
datasets, signalling that they are less repetitive than those
contained in the German articles. However, overall TTRs
are 0.6 points lower for French than for German which
means that the remaining vocabulary in the French articles
is somewhat less heterogeneous than in the German data.

1http://www.zdnet.fr/



5. System Module Conversion to French
The overall system architecture of the English inclusion
classifier consists of several pre-processing steps, followed
by a lexicon module, a search engine module and a post-
processing module. Converting the search engine module
to a new language required little computational cost and
time. Conversely, the pre- and post-processing as well as
the lexicon modules necessitated some language knowl-
edge resources or tools and therefore demanded more time
and effort to be customised for French. The core system
was adapted in approximately one person week in total (see
Section 3).

5.1. Pre-processing Module

Firstly, I developed a French tokeniser and implemented a
French part-of-speech (POS) tagger into the system. The
French tokeniser consists of two rule-based tokenisation
grammars. It not only identifies tokens surrounded by white
space and punctuation but also resolves typical abbrevia-
tions, numerals and URLs. Both grammars are applied by
means of improved upgrades of the XML tools described
in Thompson et al. (1997) and Grover et al. (2000). These
tools process an XML input stream and rewrite it on the ba-
sis of the rules provided.2 The French TreeTagger is used
for POS tagging. It is freely available for research purposes
and is also trained for a number of other languages, includ-
ing German and English (Stein and Schmidt, 1995). The
TreeTagger functions on the basis of binary decision trees
trained on a French corpus of 35,448 words and yields a
tagging accuracy of over 94% on an evaluation dataset com-
prising of 10,000 word forms.

5.2. Lexicon Module

The lexicon module performs an initial language classifi-
cation run based on a case-insensitive double lookup pro-
cedure (Alex, 2005) using two lexicons: one for the base-
language and one for the language of the inclusions. For
French, the system queries Lexique, a lexical database
which contains 128,919 word forms representing 54,158
lemmas (New et al., 2004). It is derived from 487 texts (31
million words) published between 1950 and 2000. In order
to detect common English inclusions, the system searches
the English database of CELEX3 holding 51,728 lemmas
and their 365,530 corresponding word forms. The lexi-
con module was adapted to French by exploiting distinc-
tive characteristics of French orthography. For example,
words containing diacritic characters typical for French are
automatically excluded from being considered as English
inclusions.

5.3. Search Engine Module

Tokens which are not clearly identified by the lexicon mod-
ule as either French or English are further processed by a
back-off search engine module. This module relies on the
number of hits returned by the search engine as an indica-
tion of the actual frequency of the query in the documents

2They will soon be available under GPL as LT-XML2 and LT-
TTT2 at: http://www.ltg.ed.ac.uk

3http://www.ru.nl/celex

accessible by the search engine. This assumption is justi-
fied given that Zhu and Rosenfeld (2001) show that n-gram
page counts and phrase counts obtained from a search en-
gine are largely log-linear and therefore highly correlated.
Moreover, Keller and Lapata (2003) demonstrate that bi-
gram search engine counts are highly correlated to corpus
counts from the British National Corpus.
The search engine module performs language classification
based on ���������
	����������� , the maximum normalised score of
the number of hits returned for two searches per token, one
for each language L (Alex, 2005). As shown in the fol-
lowing equation, this score is determined by weighting the
number of hits, i.e. the “absolute frequency” �������������! "��#$��� ,
by the size of the accessible Web corpus for that language,% � ���! &��#'� . The notation � designates token and � refers to
corpus.

�����(�)�*	�����������,+ ���������'���� -�*#'���
% �(�)�
	 �*#'� (1)

The size of the Web corpus for each language is esti-
mated following a method motivated by Grefenstette and
Nioche (2000). The relative frequencies of a series of
common words within a standard corpus in a language,��� �/.�021 ��354�67676 8�� , are used to make a series of 9 predictions
on the overall size of the corpus of that language indexed
by the search engine. This is done by dividing the num-
ber of hits of each word returned by the search engine by
the relative frequency of the same word in the standard cor-
pus. The total number of words in the particular language
accessible through the search engine is then determined by
taking the average of each individual word prediction:

�$���! "�*#'�:+<;
9

8=
>�? 4

����3 > ��� ���� �
����� .�021 �������3 > � (2)

Extending the search engine module to French merely in-
volved adjusting the language preferences in the search en-
gine API and incorporating the relative frequencies of rep-
resentative French tokens in a standard French corpus for
estimating the size of the French Web corpus. The search
engine Yahoo was used instead of Google as it allows a
larger number of automatic queries per day.

5.4. Post-processing Module

The final system component is a post-processing module
that resolves several language classification ambiguities
and classifies some single-character tokens. I invested some
time in analysing the core system output of the French de-
velopment data in order to generate these post-processing
rules. The individual contribution of each of the following
rules on the system performance on the French develop-
ment data is discussed in Section 6.
The most general rules are designed to disambiguate one-
character tokens and interlingual homographs. They are
flagged as English if they are followed by a hyphen and
an English token (e-mail or joint-venture). Furthermore,
typical English function words are flagged as English, in-
cluding prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions and articles,
as these belong to a closed class and are easily recognisable.
This also avoids having to extend the core system to these



Development Set Test Set
Accuracy Precision Recall F-score Accuracy Precision Recall F-score

French: Baseline (I) versus Core System (II) and Full System (III)
I 93.91% - - - 93.25% - - -
II 96.74% 82.91% 62.98% 71.59 96.59% 82.07% 69.33% 75.16
III 98.44% 91.50% 84.08% 87.63 97.55% 87.55% 83.93% 85.70

German: Baseline (I) versus Core System (II) and Full System (III)
I 93.95% - - - 93.62% - - -
II 97.47% 90.60% 66.32% 76.58 97.15% 87.28% 67.70% 76.25
III 98.03% 93.31% 72.68% 81.71 97.74% 92.12% 73.30% 81.64

Table 2: Evaluation of the best French and German system on the development and unseen test data versus the baseline.

categories which not only prevents some output errors but
also improves the performance of the POS tagger as that is
often unable to process foreign function words correctly. In
the post-processing step, their POS tags are therefore cor-
rected. Any words in the closed class of English function
words that are ambiguous with respect to their language
such as an (in French year) or but (in French goal) are only
flagged as English inclusions if their surrounding context
is already classified as English by the system. Similarly,
the possessive marker ’s if preceded by an English token
is flagged as English. Moreover, I devised several rules in
order to automatically deal with names of currencies (e.g.
Euro) and units of measurement (e.g. Km). Such instances
are prevented from being identified as English inclusions.
As the system classifies each token individually, a fur-
ther post-processing step was implemented to relate lan-
guage information between abbreviations or acronyms and
their definitions. Firstly, they are identified by means of
an abbreviation extraction algorithm (Schwartz and Hearst,
2003). Subsequently, post-processing is applied in order
to guarantee that each pair and earlier plus later mentions
of either the definition or the abbreviation/acronym are as-
signed the same language tag within a document.
When analysing the errors which the system made in the
development data, it was also observed that foreign person
names (e.g. Graham Cluley) are frequently identified as En-
glish inclusions. At this point, the system is merely evalu-
ated on identifying actual inclusions. These are defined as
any English words in the text except for person and location
names. Therefore, the evaluation data does not contain an-
notations of foreign, or specifically English person names
in the gold standard. In order to improve the performance of
recognising real English inclusions, further post-processing
rules were implemented to distinguish between the latter
and English person names that are incorrectly classified as
English inclusions. The aim is to increase precision against
the development set without reducing recall. Based on a
careful error analysis on the development data, I generated
patterns that signal person names in French text, e.g. “Mme
X” or “X, directeur”, and excluded these instances from the
English inclusions. It should also be noted that for a poten-
tial task-based evaluation of the system output, for exam-
ple via TTS synthesis, the language information provided
by the system for person names could prove beneficial for
generating correct pronunciations.
After implementing the post-processing rules described

above, the balanced F-score amounts to 87.63 points
(91.50% precision and 84.08% recall). This represents
an overall performance improvement of 16.04 points in F-
score, 8.59% in precision and 21.10% in recall over the core
system (see Table 2). The results show that post-processing
is mainly aimed at identifying false negatives, i.e. English
inclusions which are missed by the core system. The preci-
sion of the core system is already relatively high.

6. French and German Systems Evaluation
This section provides information on the performance of
the French system, compared to the German one when eval-
uating on data from a similar domain.4 Furthermore, it
presents some additional results illustrating the improve-
ment gained from the various post-processing rules.
Table 2 shows the results of the core and full French and
German systems on the development and test data versus
the baseline. The baseline accuracies are determined as-
suming that the system found none of the English inclu-
sions in the data and believes that it is all written in either
French or German, respectively. As precision, recall and F-
score are determined in relation to the English tokens in the
gold standard, they are essentially zero for the baseline. For
this reason, we only report the accuracy baseline scores.
The German core system (without post-processing) per-
forms similarly on both the development set and the test
set at approximately 76 points in F-score. The French core
system actually performs almost 4 points better in F-score
on the test set (75.16) than on the development set (71.59).
This means that the core systems do not overfit on new data
in the same domain and language. Comparing the results of
the core systems across languages shows that they perform
relatively similarly in F-score but vary slightly in terms of
precision and recall. These differences can be attributed to
some system internal differences resulting from language-
specific characteristics or pre-processing tools. For exam-
ple, 13.7% of all tokens in the French development set con-
tain diacritics compared to only 7.8% of all tokens in the
German development set. As information about diacritics

4The results for the German system reported in Alex (2005)
have been recently improved as a result of a series of parame-
ter tuning experiments. The current German system incorporates
output of the TnT POS tagger trained on the TIGER Treebank
(Brants et al., 2002) and uses Yahoo in the search engine module.
Moreover, the post-processing of the system was enhanced.



is exploited in the lexicon module for both languages, the
French system is expected to perform better at that stage.
A further core system difference lies in the POS tag sets for
the two languages. The German system makes use of TnT
(Brants, 2000) trained on the TIGER Treebank (Brants et
al., 2002) to assign POS tags. Earlier experiments showed
that this POS tagger yields best results for a set of German
datasets in different domains. TnT assigns STTS tags to
German text (Schiller et al., 1995). The English inclusion
classifier is set up to process any token in the German data
with the tag: NN (common noun), NE (proper noun), ADJA
or ADJD (attributive and adverbial or predicatively used ad-
jectives) as well as FM (foreign material). The French data,
on the other hand, is tagged with the TreeTagger whose
POS tag set differs to STTS. Although it also differentiates
between common nouns (NOM) and proper names (NAM), it
only has one tag for adjectives (ADJ). Moreover, the French
tag set contains an additional abbreviation tag (ABR). It
does not, however, contain a separate tag for foreign ma-
terial. Despite the fact that TnT is not very accurate in
identifying foreign material in the German data, I suspect
that this additional information has a positive effect on the
overall performance of the German system.
The full system scores show that the post-processing im-
proves the overall system performance considerably for
both languages. The improvements are relatively similar on
both the development set and the test set for each language.
The full system scores for German are almost identical at
approximately 81.7 points in F-score. The full French sys-
tem performs only 1.93 points lower in F-score (85.7) on
the test set compared to the development set (87.63).
Table 3 presents lesion studies showing the individual con-
tribution of post-processing rules to the overall perfor-
mance of the full French system on the development data.
The results show that the biggest improvement is due to the
post-processing of single-character tokens which are not
classified by the core system. The second largest increase
in F-score is achieved by the post-processing rules dealing
with ambiguous words, i.e. those that are classified as ei-
ther French or English by the core system. Identifying the
language of such tokens based on the language of their sur-
rounding context helps to improve the overall performance
considerably. Comparing Tables 2 and 3 also shows that
most post-processing rules are designed to improve recall.
The only post-processing rule implemented to improve pre-
cision without deteriorating recall is that for person names.
In the final run of the full French system on the test data,
the post-processing module results in a large performance
increase of 10.66 points in F-score. Therefore, it can be

Post-Processing Precision Recall F-score � F
Single letters 90.39% 72.52% 80.47 -7.16
Ambiguous words 91.60% 74.14% 81.95 -5.68
Person names 86.44% 84.08% 85.24 -2.39
Function words 91.26% 81.54% 86.13 -1.50
Currencies etc. 90.98% 81.85% 86.17 -1.46
Abbreviations 90.77% 83.77% 87.13 -0.50

Table 3: Evaluation of the post-processing module with one
rule removed at the time on the French development data

concluded that the post-processing is designed well enough
to apply to new data in the same domain and language.
Overall, the full French system performs slightly better than
the German one. Table 2 illustrates that this difference is
mainly due to the larger gap between recall and precision
for the full German system. Even though the full Ger-
man system performs better in precision than the French
one, its recall is much lower, causing the overall F-score
to drop. This discrepancy is due to language-specific post-
processing differences as post-processing rules are gener-
ated on the basis of error analysis on the development data.
However, comparing the results of the two systems is not
entirely straightforward because they are not completely
identical in parts of their components. Despite these differ-
ences, the fact that the both systems yield considerably high
F-scores demonstrates that the underlying concept of iden-
tifying English inclusions in text can be applied to different
language scenarios, particularly those with Latin alphabets.

7. Discussion and Conclusion
The English inclusion classifier was successfully converted
to a new language: French. The extended system is able
to process either German or French text for identifying En-
glish inclusions. The system is a pipeline made up of sev-
eral modules, including pre-processing, a lexicon, a search-
engine and a post-processing module. The extension of the
core system was carried out in only one person week and
resulted in a system performance of 71.59 in F-score on the
French development data. A further week was spent on im-
plementing the post-processing module which boosted the
F-score to 87.63. A third week was required to select ex-
ternal language resources plus collect and annotate French
evaluation data in the domain of internet and telecoms. The
performance drop between the development set and the un-
seen test sets is relatively small which means that the sys-
tem does not seriously over-fit for this domain and will re-
sult in an equally high performance on new data. This paper
demonstrates that the English inclusion classifier is easy to
extend to a new language in a relative short period of time
and without having to rely on expensive manually anno-
tated training data. Therefore non-recoverable engineering
costs for extending and updating the classifier are kept to
a minimum. Not only can the system be easily applied to
new data from the same domain and language without a
serious performance decrease, it can also be extended to a
new language and produce similarly high scores.
The English inclusion classifier described in this paper is
designed particularly for languages composed of tokens
separated by white space and punctuation and with Latin-
based scripts. A system that tracks English inclusions oc-
curring in languages with non-Latin based scripts neces-
sitates a different setup as the inclusions tend to be tran-
scribed in the alphabet of the base language of the text
(e.g. in Russian). The English inclusion classifier is also
not designed to deal with languages where words are not
separated by white space. An entirely different approach
would be required for such a scenario.
In future work, the aim is to extend this system to
identify English inclusions with base language inflections
(e.g. Scannern, the word scanner in the German dative plu-



ral case) and English inclusions occurring within mixed-
lingual compounds (e.g. Scannerknopf, in English scanner
button). A further goal is to test the hypothesis that the ad-
ditional language information provided by the English in-
clusion classifier can improve synthesis quality produced
by a polyglot TTS system.
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